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Presentation Notes
Disasters are something Mimi Sheller has been recently working with, e.g. her keynote at the last Mobilities Symposium was entitled mobility in a disconnected world, moving people, information and aid after disasters.Disasters imply multitudes of varying mobilities and assemblages at different scales. Earthquakes also disrupt moorings, such as: pipes, roads, bridges, telephone and power cables, sewerage, gas lines and so on as well as buildings. Earthquakes roll and buckle the earth creating lasting and momentary upheavals, in turn causing inanimate objects, such as buildings to: jump, shudder, roll, collapse, lean, sway, bend, break and crack.This paper is linked to my PhD project on people who relocated out of Christchurch to Hamilton following the devastating 2010/2011 earthquakes and aftershocksIn Christchurch, not only the ground moved through seismic motion, but people moved through internal/external migration (relocation) and they told moving stories imbued with emotion. I consider today the recentring of the corporeal body as an affective vehicle through which place and movement are sensed, particularly paying attention to embodied vibrations and how these are experienced at different times and in different spaces



Context: Renters and aftershocks

• Mobility is a resource that is differently accessed

• Immediate aftermath 70,000 people left 
Christchurch (most returned) [Tim Love 2011]

• Renter population more ‘mobile’

• +10,000 aftershocks 50 have been over magnitude 
5 (and counting…)
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Mobility is, of course, political, it is a resource that is differentially accessed. There is clearly a politics of mobility when considering the post-disaster environment (think here of Hurricane Katrina for example)In Christchurch, many people were mobilised in the immediate aftermath of the biggest earthquake on the 22nd Feb 2011. Mobile phone data traced outmigration at approx. 70,000 peopleThis figure changed dramatically as people returned to assess the damage to their homes and begin the long journey with insurance companies. Tellingly the relocated people encompassed in this research were almost all renters I also cannot underscore enough the psychological impact of months (and now 5 years) of aftershocks, with the number totalling more than 10,000. Of course we are also aware of the earthquakes and aftershocks that have continued to hit the region, such as Valentines Day this year.



Theoretical context

• Politics of mobility (Tim Cresswell
2010)

• Consequences of mobilities (Jon 
Anderson 2015; David Bissell 
2010a/b; Lucy Budd 2011)

• Sara Ahmed (2004) stickiness and 
movement of emotion

• Motion of emotion (Peter Adey 
2008; Mimi Sheller 2004; Sheller & 
John Urry 2006; Divya Tolia-Kelly 
2008)

• Trauma and contagion (Kate 
Coddington 2016; Loretta Lees 
2000; Roger Luckhurst 2008)
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Tim Cresswell’s politics of mobility frames my argument, the consequences of micro motion works at the politics of mobility recalibrating the force, friction, route, speed and experience of, in this case,  seismic movementJon Anderson, David Bissell and Lucy Budd consider differing forms of bodily mobility and have galvanised an interest in the consequences of mobility of those involved in various forms of travel and I extend this to include earthquakes.In particular David Bissell has examined the small, not exactly traumatic, but certainly unrelenting shakes, quivers and vibrations that the body-in-transit has to endure to move (on trains) which has closely informed the work here.What is less explored, however, is the idea of motion-sickness and especially disembarkation sickness which settles into the body for some time after travel – it is the temporal/spatial indicators of travel sickness that are of most interest to me.I also draw on Sara Ahmed’s (2004) work on stickiness to examine the historical narrations of earthquakes which allows the immediacy of affect, the latency of vibration and cultural images to inform one another.And finally I link ideas of trauma to mobility, thinking about how trauma mobilises between and among the bodies of sufferers but also the researcher



Seeing methods as a research journey

• Participant sensing in 
Christchurch: (photos, interviews, 
driving around, orbiter bussing it)

• Semi structured interviews

• Focus group

• Support group: 

• Cantabrians in Waikato-
Spontaneous focus group 
meetings; Commemoration 
gatherings

• Follow-up interviews

• 19 families, approx. 62 individuals 
in the support group
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The PhD has been an interesting journey with my participants that still continues five years on from initial interviews. Using a number of different methods and participatory framings rich data was gathered from 19 households and a support group was formed involving a wider network.Data for this presentation was taken from the PhD thesis.



“Earthquakes don’t kill people, buildings do” (England 
and Jackson 2011)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Stewart Brand contends that buildings look so static. In relation to buildings people are the moving actants – they move around cities, they go up, in and around buildings, while the building remains stillBuildings are traditionally conceptualised as being static, immobile, unmoving, implacable and solid in the face of historyBrand uses semantics to unpack the idea of building as a verb and noun, but I take a more literal and micro view of how buildings move.In a micro view concrete shudders and flexes, vibrations pass through it’s floors and buildings swaySensitivity to the flex and sway often goes unnoticed, however, it invades the spaces of relocated earthquake survivors curbing their interactions with the built environment (in relocated places) and beyond.Earthquakes don’t kill people, buildings do” is one of the most familiar mantras in seismic risk assessment circles and certainly the CTV building seemed to tragically confirm that mantra



Acute spatial awareness
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Relocated Cantabrians often talked about an embodied sense of acute spatial awareness, particularly around concrete. Shopping malls, integrated glass and concrete structures, cinemas and high-rise buildings tended to inhibit their day to day engagement with the built environment in HamiltonHolly recounts about a large shopping mall in East CHCH, the Eastgate Mall“I saw large parts of the Eastgate Mall come down, the damn thing fell apart right in front of my eyes! Can I bring myself to go into The Base or Chartwell? No way! I struggle mightily with letting my children go in there, you won’t get me back in one of those things.” (20 February 2013).Cinemas held notions of terror that bought forth intense bodily reactions such as panic attacks, profuse sweats and feeling physically ill and/or needing to race to the bathroom. When asked Jackie said,“Do I get physical reactions still? Um yes!, abject fear in cinemas and malls, Just sitting in the dark I feel physically ill, I constantly watch the exit, I’m anxious and immediately I need to pee – just like on the day [Feb 22nd].The focus group participants also shared stories and talked at length about these incidents, and that they constantly reframed the skyline with risk assessment analysis, noting which buildings may or may not survive varying magnitudes of earthquakes in Hamilton. They mused when this ‘sensitivity would slow down’ but agreed that it would probably never go away completely – Paradora’s Box had been opened



PTSD: trauma and vibration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This drew me to think about PTSDWar veterans may suffer varying forms of PTSD, a cluster of psychiatric symptoms, which can manifest upon return home. Reactions to or intensification of symptoms are prompted by stressors. In particular Vietnam veterans can be sensitive to helicopter blades “which pulse and reverberate through the air sending vibrations which [feels like it] hits the veteran’s chest causing intense bodily reactions – Disaster survivors too experienced PTSD, with stressors such as large trucks and high-rise building movement. Holly said “Trucks make noises just like before an earthquake – you can feel the vibrations through the floor – rumble, rumble, rumble - that’s exactly what the first 5 seconds of an earthquake feels like”.The experience of trauma, fluid in time, refuses to be represented as past, but is perpetually re-experienced as a painful, sometimes associated and sometimes disassociated, traumatic present. Vibrations from heavy vehicles merged present and past for respondents: Alex too said, “Big trucks actually feel like an earthquake and suddenly I am back in Christchurch, the images flash past my eyes and my heart lurches at a hundred miles an hour”



Somatic jolts
Phil:

It’s when you hear certain sounds, noises, frequencies and feel vibrations. It’s 
like being at sea and gaining your sea legs then stepping ashore. You spend 
days getting rid of the urge to counter-balance the sway of the ship. That’s the 
best way to illustrate what it’s like to go through months of aftershocks, I’ve 
been through thousands of them, and I still feel them in my body (Interview 
25 October 2011)
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The earthquakes, quite simply and distressingly, remain mobilised within the bodies of those who have experienced them. This micro-movement within bodies links to the idea of examining disembarkation-sickness I mentioned earlierREAD SLIDE: PHIL SAID:The journey does not quite end, we do not quite disembark, but remain connected to the movement, the shock, the disrupted rhythm. The temporality of earthquakes is then extended, as the vibrations are carried in the body and are able to be rekindled when similar configurations line up, not unlike trauma



Histories that stick: 
Los Angeles and an ecology of fear in the Western 

Bonaventure
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Earthquakes are horrific, it could be said that the flashes of images in participant accounts are informed by cultural histories and mass media images. There is a portfolio of images of the risks and dangers of earthquakes already embedded in our subconscious. The devastating scenes of building collapse, twisted concrete highways and so on construct a sense of the disaster.PTSD too, is “worryingly transmissible” and I explain that vibration sensitivities were contagious. Since conducting the interviews I personally have had a marked increase in awareness to vibrationsIn one particular building the heightened sensitivity to vibration came close to overwhelming my senses.  In 2013 I attended the Association of American Geographers Conference in Los Angeles held in Ed Soja’s ‘curiously incomprehensible’ Westin Bonaventure. Most sessions were held in the bunker-like base of the building, however, on the mezzanine floor I became overwhelmed by the flex, shudder and vibration of the building – As the projector screen and floor shook,  no-one but me panicked and fled the session convinced of the oncoming earthquake. In talking later I was met with puzzled responses, the tremors within the building were clearly not as obvious to others as they were to me.It had also not been lost on me that in Mike Davis’ Ecology of Fear he states that Los Angeles is a city that has been destroyed no less than 138 times in novels and films since 1909 as well as being affected by ‘real’ earthquakes such as the 1994 Northridge earthquakeSo, micro-motion does have consequences…



Consequences of micro-motion

• Buildings and the earth can: flex, sway, tilt, roll, rupture, break, 
crack and buckle

• Motion-[akin to disembarkation sickness] remains in the bodies of 
earthquake survivors

• Like motion, trauma is sticky with affect, in that it frequently 
colonises the bodies of survivors and can be transmitted to others

• Historical association to seismic events embed in subconscious 
and can be reignited when similar vibrations are felt

• Traumatic contagion and vibrations push at the boundaries of 
what it means to be mobilised 
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Sensitivity to vibration, then, is mobile and able to be shared and/or passed on to other bodies, linking together Brennan’s (2004) transmission of affect and the motion of emotion at the microscale of the body.In leaving Christchurch the tremors continue to colonise the bodies of survivors, perhaps taking years to slowly seep out of consciousnessMore work, I think, is needed on the intensely rich and embodied experiences of micro-mobilities, whether they be present or past, they are instructive and push and the boundaries of what it means to be mobilised.THANK-YOU!
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